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                     DIRT Migration Guide  
For specification version 2018.0 effective 01-Jan-2018 

For: Common Ground Alliance 

DIRT Engineering Team: Rudy T. Gonzales and D. J. Hagberg 

II. Introduction: 

Since 2006, the DIRT form and upload specifications have remained nearly the same, with only 

backward compatible changes such as additions to Work Performed and Excavation Type.  The 

Common Ground Alliance Data Reporting & Evaluation (DIRT) Committee has announced 

changes in the specifications for the DIRT Web Form, Automated Data Loader, and XML/SOAP 

interface to become available in DIRT production as of 01-Jan-2018.  To test the new format 

and your migration tools, please visit the DIRT Sandbox site at https://sandbox.cga-dirt.com/ 

where you can register and use the new 2018 web form, format, and services. 

III. DIRT Backwards-Compatibility: 

When the new specification becomes available, DIRT will operate in a “compatibility” mode to 

allow data formatted in the old (v1/2006) format for a limited amount of time to allow large and 

small submitters to bring their data collection and generation systems up to date: 

● DIRT will continue to support data that was entered in the 2006 format indefinitely, 

allowing users to view, run reports, extract data.  Modification of data in the 2006 format 

will be supported for a limited amount of time, typically 4 years after the date of damage. 

● Data with a date of damage in 2017 must  be submitted in the old v1/2006 format. 

● Data with a date of damage in 2018 and later must be submitted in the new 2018.0 

format. . 

IV. Removal of “Data Not Collected” 

The DIRT committee has elected to remove the option for “Data Not Collected”, “NOTCOL”, “98” 

or “-2” throughout the form and upload specification. 

For events where the value for a field is unknown, the form, uploader, and XML service can 

either accept blanks for optional fields or will accept an Unknown/Other pick-list choice.  Please 

try to use one of the DIRT values if they accurately match any of your system’s values, 

consulting the DIRT User’s Guide if you have any questions about the appropriateness of any of 

the pick list values. 

https://sandbox.cga-dirt.com/
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V. Root Cause Updates and Changes 

 

Color Guide 

No Change 

Deleted 

New 

ID/Abbr and/or Description  revised 

 

 

Old ID/Abbr Description Change New ID/Abbr Description 

One Call notification 
practices not 
sufficient 

 New  Heading 

for following choices: 

 One Call Notification 

Issue 

7 NOLOCATEREQ No notification made to 

one-call center 

Minor description change 7 NOLOCATEREQ No notification made to 

One-Call Center / 811 

14 INSUFCALL Notification to one-call 

center made but not 

sufficient 

Removed – please choose 

one of the more specific 

root causes now available  

  

12 WRONGINFO Wrong information 

provided 

Minor description change 25 EXINCNOTI Excavator provided 

incorrect notification 

information 

  Added 26 EXDUGOUT Excavator dug outside 

area described on ticket 

  Added 27 EXDUGBEFORE  Excavator dug prior to 

valid start date/time 

  Added 28 EXDUGAFTER Excavator dug after valid 

ticket expired 

Locating practices 
not sufficient 

 New  Heading 

for the new subcategories 

 Locating Issue 

1 NOTLOCATED Facility was not located or 

marked 

Removed – please choose 

one of the more specific 

root causes now available  

  

4 INSUFMARKING Facility marking or location 

not sufficient 

Removed   

  New  Heading 

for the following choices: 

 Facility not marked 

due to: 

11 BADMAP Incorrect facility 

records/maps 

New heading 11 BADMAP Incorrect facility 

records/maps 
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  New Root Causes Added, 

choose if appropriate 

37 NOMARKABAND Abandoned Facility 

  Added 29 LOCERROR Locator error 

  Added 30 NORESPLOC No response from 

operator/contract locator 

  Added 31 INCOMPLETE Site marked but 

incomplete at damage 

location 

  Added 32 TRACEWIRE Tracer wire issue 

9 NOTFOUND Facility could not be 

found/located 

Clarified Description 9 NOTFOUND Unlocatable facility 

  New  Heading 

for the following choices: 

 Facility marked 

inaccurately due to: 

  New Root Causes Added, 

choose if appropriate 

33 INACCABAND Abandoned Facility 

(marked inaccurately) 

  Added 34 INACCBADMAP Incorrect facility 

record/maps (marked 

inaccurately) 

  Added 35 INACCLOCERR Locator error (marked 

inaccurately) 

  Added 36 INACCTRACEW Tracer wire issue (marked 

inaccurately) 

Excavation Practices 
Not Sufficient 

 New  Heading 

for following choices: 

 Excavation Issue 

23 EXTESTHOLE Failure to verify location by 

test-hole (pot-holing) 

Clarified Description 23 EXTESTHOLE Excavator dug prior to 

verifying marks by test-

hole (pot-hole) 

19 EXCLEARANCE Failure to maintain 

clearance 

Clarified 19 EXCLEARANCE Excavator failed to 

maintain clearance after 

verifying marks 

20 EXMARKS Failure to maintain the 

marks 

Clarified 20 EXMARKS Marks faded, lost or not 

maintained 

21 EXSUPPORT Failure to support exposed 

facilities 

Clarified 21 EXSUPPORT Excavator failed to shore 

excavation/support 

facilities 

22 EXHANDTOOL Failure to use hand tools 

where required 

Removed   
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24 EXBACKFILL Improper backfilling Unchanged 24 EXBACKFILL Improper backfilling 

15 INSUFEX Excavation practices not 

sufficient 

Clarified Description 15 INSUFEX Improper excavation 

practice not listed above 

Miscellaneous Root 

Causes 

   Miscellaneous Root 

Causes 

10 ABANDONED Abandoned Facility Replaced with two new 

options above 

37 NOMARKABAND or 

33 INACCABAND 

Not marked due to… or 

Makred inaccurately... 

6 CALLCENTER One-Call notification center 

error 

Clarified Description 6 CALLCENTER One-Call Center error 

13 DETERIORATED Deteriorated facility No Change 13 DETERIORATED Deteriorated facility 

16 PREVDAMAGE Previous damage No Change 16 PREVDAMAGE Previous damage 

98 NOTCOL Data Not Collected Removed from all DIRT 

fields 

  

99 OTHER Other Clarified Description 99 OTHER Root Cause not listed 

above (comment required) 

 

VI. New Fields to be collected and submitted: 

Consult the DIRT Users Guide for information on the intent of these questions and proper 

answer selections. 

 

Part C: (WAS_CROSSBORE) “Did this event involve a Cross Bore?” 

 Y/Yes/T/True/1 indicates the event involved a cross bore. 

 N/No/F/False/0 indicates the event did not involve a cross bore. 

 Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. 

“Yes” can include ANY event involving one buried facility intersecting another, and is not 

limited to gas services intersecting sewer lines. 

 

Part C: (FAC_DEPTH_IN) “Measured Depth From Grade” 

Choose one of the following numeric values on the web form, ADL, or XML to indicate: 

-1 or Empty:  Unknown 

 0: Embedded in concrete/asphalt pavement 
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 1: below grade < 18" (< 46cm) 

 18: 18" to < 36" (46 to < 92cm) 

 36: 36" (92cm) or more 

 Or enter another value in inches (rounded to the nearest whole number) if the 

exact measured depth below grade is known. 

 

Part C: (ONECALL_EXEMPT) “If No, was facility owner exempt from One Call Center 

membership?” 

 [only available/loaded if a No/False answer given to (ONECALL_MEMBER) “Was 

facility owner a member of One Call Center?”] 

 Y/Yes/T/True/1 indicates the facility owner was exempt from one call 

membership 

 N/No/F/False/0 indicates the facility owner was not exempt from one call 

membership 

 Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. 

 

Part E: (WHITE_LINED) “Was work area white-lined? ” 

 Y/Yes/T/True/1 indicates the work area was premarked  

 N/No/F/False/0 indicates the work area was not premarked 

 Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. 

 

Part E: (EXCAV_EXEMPT) “If No, is excavation activity and/or excavator type is exempt from 

notification?” 

 [only available/loaded if a No/False answer given to (WAS_ONECALL_NOTIF) 

“Was the One Call Center notified?] 

 Y/Yes/T/True/1 indicates the excavator/ion was exempt from notification 

 N/No/F/False/0 indicates the excavator/tion was not exempt from notification 

 Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. 

VII. Obsolete Fields that should be removed: 

Part E, ONECALL_CENTER: Removed since it can be derived from other sources and has not 

been used in DIRT reports/analysis. 
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Part F, FAC_MARKS_VISIBLE and FAC_MARKS_CORRECT: Removed since answers to 

these fields overlapped and frequently contradicted Root Cause (DAMAGE_CAUSE) values in 

DIRT analysis. 

Part H, WAS_FAC_DAMAGED: Removed since underground damages can be indicated 

through the EVENT_TYPE column using 1/UGROUND and underground near misses can be 

indicated by EVENT_TYPE value 6/UNEAR. 

Part H, NUMBER_PEOPLE_INJURED and NUMBER_FATALITIES: Removed due to a high 

number of error values that prevented use in DIRT reports/analysis. 

VIII. Automated Data Loader Analysis: 

The Automated Data Loader will continue to support comma-, tab- and pipe-delimited data 

submissions but will require the column changes shown: 

VIII.I. Parts A & B:    

 

To migrate parts A & B to specification version 2018.0, you will need to do the following: 

 Add new mandatory SPEC_VERSION column (#1, spreadsheet column A) indicating 

either “2” or “2018.0” for this new specification (this will allow the DIRT parser to 

automatically determine major/minor specification updates in the future). 

 The original STAKEHOLDER_GROUP column comes next (#2, spreadsheet column B) 

but is (optionally) renamed to ORIG_EVENT_SOURCE to reflect the updated naming on 

the DIRT form (“Original source of event information”).  The following values are NOT 

permitted in spec version 2018.0 since neither of these would represent the original 

source of event information: 

◦ 24/INSU/Insurance 

◦ 36/1CAL/One Call Center 

◦ 56/REGU/State Regulator will change to 56/REGU/Federal/State Regulator 

 Add new mandatory EVENT_TYPE column (#3, spreadsheet column C) indicating the 

type of event: 1 (or UGROUND) for underground damages, which is backwards 

compatible with all prior ADL versions that only supported underground damages. 

Choose the new value 6 (UNEAR) for underground Near Miss which should be used to 

replace the “No/False” value to the now-removed WAS_FAC_DAMAGED column.  Or 

choose one of the other values listed in the File Upload Specification table for 

EVENT_TYPE. 
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 The DATE_OF_EVENT, COUNTRY, STATE_PROV, COUNTY, CITY, ADDRESS, and 

INTERSECTION columns (#4-10, spreadsheet columns D-J) retain their same 

specification and relative position following EVENT_TYPE. 

 Add new LATITUDE and LONGITUDE columns (#11-12, spreadsheet columns K-L) to 

the right of INTERSECTION.  They must both be left blank to represent 

unspecified/unknown or must both be populated with decimal degrees latitude and 

longitude. North latitude for North America can be specified either by using a positive 

number or an “N” suffix.  West longitude for North America can be specified either using 

a negative number or a “W” prefix. 

 The RIGHTOFWAY_TYPE column (#13, spreadsheet M) no longer accepts 

98/NOTCOL/Data Not Collected but is otherwise the same. 

VIII.II. Parts C & D:   

 

To migrate parts C & D to the new specification version, you will need to make the following 

changes: 

 The FAC_DAMAGED column (#14, spreadsheet column N) no longer accepts 

98/NOTCOL/Data Not Collected but is otherwise the same. In addition, the description 

for the “Sewer” value (#5/SEWER) has been changed from “Sewer (Sanitary/Storm)”. 

The old description will be accepted and mapped to “Sewer”. 

 The new optional WAS_CROSSBORE column (#15, spreadsheet column O) is added 

next. Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. Values of: Y/Yes/T/True/1 

indicates the event involved a cross bore; or N/No/F/False/0 indicates the event did not 

involve a cross bore. 

 The new optional FAC_DEPTH_IN column (#16, spreadsheet column P) follows.  This 

should represent the vertical distance from the existing grade to the top of the damaged 

facility. Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown.  One these values indicates a 

predefined DIRT range: 0 (Embedded in concrete/asphalt pavement up to 18”), 1 (<18” / 

46cm below grade), 18 (≥ 18”/46cm to < 36”/92cm below grade), 36 (≥ 92cm or more 

below grade).  Or enter another value in inches (rounded to the nearest whole number) if 

the exact measured depth below grade is known. 

 

 The existing FAC_AFFECTED, JOINT_TRENCH, ONECALL_MEMBER columns (#17-

19, spreadsheet columns Q-S) are next and accept the same values as the 2016/v1 

spec. 
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 ONECALL_EXEMPT has been added (#20, spreadsheet column T) and should, 

optionally, be populated if the ONECALL_MEMBER column was set to N/F/No/False/0. 

A value of Y/Yes/T/True/1 indicates the facility owner was exempt from one call 

membership; or a value of N/No/F/False/0 indicates the facility owner was not exempt 

from one call membership. Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other/not 

applicable.  If the ONECALL_MEMBER column was set to a “yes” value or was 

unset/blank, any values in this column will be ignored. 

 The EXCAVATOR_TYPE, EXCAVATION_TYPE, and WORK_PERFORMED columns 

(#21-23, spreadsheet columns U-W) come next.  All three columns no longer accept 

98/NOTCOL/Data Not Collected. The EXCAVATION_TYPE column has added support 

for 14/Bulldozer. 

VIII.III. Parts E, F, and G:  

 

To migrate parts E, F, and G to the new specification version, you will need to make the 

following changes: 

 On the Web form, part “F” has been eliminated. In the ADL specification, please update 

according to these following changes: 

 The WAS_ONECALL_NOTIF required column (#24, spreadsheet column X) is the same 

as the old spec LOCATE_REQUEST column and accepts Y/T/1/Yes/True or 

N/F/0/No/False. 

 The ONECALL_CENTER column has been eliminated since it is not used for analysis 

and can be derived from state/county. 

 The ONECALL_TICKET_NUM column (#25, spreadsheet column Y) remains the same. 

 The LOCATE_ORG column (#26, spreadsheet column Z) no longer accepts 

98/NOTCOL/Data Not Collected but is otherwise the same. 

 WHITE_LINED (#27, spreadsheet column AA) is a new optional column.  Leaving the 

field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. The values: Y/Yes/T/True/1 indicates the 

work area was premarked; N/No/F/False/0 indicates the work area was not premarked. 

 EXCAV_EXEMPT (#28, spreadsheet column AB) is a new optional column that can be 

filled in if a No/False answer was given to the WAS_ONECALL_NOTIF “Was the One 

Call Center Notified?” column. Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. If 

WAS_ONECALL_NOTIF was set to Yes/True, these field values would be ignored. In 

this EXCAV_EXEMPT column a Y/Yes/T/True/1 indicates the excavator/ion was exempt 
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from notification; a N/No/F/False/0 indicates the excavator/tion was not exempt from 

notification.  Leaving the field blank/unset indicates Unknown/other. 

 The EXCAVATOR_DOWN column (#29, spreadsheet column AC) no longer accepts a 

98/NOTCOL/Data not collected value but otherwise remains the same. 

 EXCAVATOR_DOWN_TIME column (#30, spreadsheet column AD) no longer accepts a 

-2 value to indicate Data Not Collected. It still accepts an exact number of hours if 

known.  Or to indicate one of the DIRT ranges, please use the one of these values to 

indicate a range: 

-1 (or empty) Unknown 

0 Less than 1 hour 

1 1 hour 

2 2 hours 

3 3 or more hours 

 The EXCAVATOR_DOWN_COST column (#31, spreadsheet column AE) no longer 

accepts a -2 value to indicate Data Not Collected. It still accepts an exact US dollar 

amount if known.  Or to indicate one of the DIRT ranges, please use the one of these 

values to indicate a range: 

-1 (or empty) Unknown 

0 $0 

1 $1 - 1000 

1001 $1,001 - 5,000 

5001 $5,001 - 25,000 

25001 $25,001 – 50,000 

50001 > $50,000 

 

VIII.IV. Part H  

 

To migrate part H to the new specification version, you will need to make the following changes: 

 The WAS_FAC_DAMAGED column has been removed. This function has been 

subsumed by the EVENT_TYPE column where 1/UGROUND indicates Underground 

Damage and 6/UNEAR indicates Underground Near Miss. 
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 The SERVICE_INTERRUPTED column (#32, spreadsheet column AF) no longer 

accepts a 98/NOTCOL value to indicate Data Not Collected, but otherwise accepts the 

same values to indicate whether service was interrupted. 

 The OUTAGE_HOURS column (#33, spreadsheet column AG) no longer accepts a -2 

value to indicate Data Not Collected. It still accepts an exact number of hours of the 

service interruption if known.  Or to indicate one of the DIRT ranges, please use the one 

of these values to indicate a range: 

-1 (or empty) Unknown 

0 Less than 1 hour 

1 1 to 6 hours 

6 6 to 12 hours 

12 12 to 24 hours 

24 24 to 48 hours 

48 48 or more hours 

 The CUSTOMERS_AFFECTED column (#34, spreadsheet column AH) no longer 

accepts a -2 value to indicate Data Not Collected. It still accepts an exact number of 

customers affected by the service interruption if known.  Or to indicate one of the DIRT 

ranges, please use the one of these values to indicate a range: 

-1 (or empty) Unknown 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 to 10 

11 11 to 50 

51 51 or more 

 The REPAIR_RESTORAL_COST column (#35, spreadsheet column AI) no longer 

accepts a -2 value to indicate Data Not Collected. It still accepts an exact service 

restoral cost in US dollars if known.  Or to indicate one of the DIRT ranges, please use 

the one of these values to indicate a range:   

-1 (or empty) Unknown 

0 $0 

1 $1 - 1000 

1001 $1,001 - 5,000 

5001 $5,001 - 25,000 

25001 $25,001 – 50,000 

50001 > $50,000 
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 The NUMBER_PEOPLE_INJURED and NUMBER_FATALITIES columns have been 

removed. 

VIII.V. Part I & J 

 

To migrate parts I and J to the new specification version, you will need to make the following 

changes: 

 The DAMAGE_CAUSE column (#36, spreadsheet column AJ) has new, revised, and 

removed Root Cause values listed in the earlier parts of this document and no longer 

accepts 98/NOTCOL/Data Not Collected. 

 The DAMAGE_OTHER_DESC column (#37, spreadsheet column AK) and 

ADDITIONAL_COMMENTS column (#38, spreadsheet column AL) remain unchanged. 

A value for the DAMAGE_OTHER_DESC column continues to be required if a value of 

99/Other/Root Cause not listed above... is specified in the DAMAGE_CAUSE column. 

 

 

 


